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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

The oral route represents the preferred and most popular way of administration for 

most of the therapeutic agents used to produce systemic effects (1). Versatility, ease of 

administration and the highest degree of patient compliance are some of the main 

advantages offered by oral drug delivery which represents the biggest part of the global 

pharmaceutical market (2). 

A major driver of innovation in pharmaceutical industry is to develop medicines more 

convenient to use and to address potential issues of patient compliance (3). In the present 

framework, orodispersible dosage forms, as e.g. orodispersible tablets (ODTs), which can be 

ingested simply by placing them on the tongue, represent one of the most promising 

innovative technology platforms (3). ODTs are specifically designed to rapidly disintegrate on 

contact with saliva, obviating the need of chewing the tablet, swallowing an intact tablet or 

taking the tablet with additional liquids. This mode of administration offers the convenience of 

a tablet formulation while allowing the ease of swallowing provided by a liquid formulation (4). 

ODTs offer thus a convenient alternative to conventional solid dosage forms (5).  

ODTs are expected to improve the compliance for certain patient populations and 

also to address critical issues encountered with some types of medications. ODTs are 

considered to be particularly beneficial for patients who experience difficulty taking 

conventional solid dosage forms (especially the elderly, young children, bedridden or 

developmentally disabled patients), behavioral disorders or persistent nausea and also 

conditions related to impaired swallowing. Great interest tends also towards specific 

medications and indications including i) fast-acting medication (e.g. pain, fever, diarrhea, 

migraine, anxiety, insomnia), ii) compliance-critical medication (e.g. Parkinson’s disease, 

Alzheimer’s disease, psychosis, schizophrenia, hypertension, cholesterol) as well as iii) 

pediatric and geriatric medication (e.g. cough, cold, allergy, pain, fever, attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)) (6).  

Providing real benefits for some patient populations, the ODT platform is also of 

valuable commercial interest for the pharmaceutical industry as it is part of an effective 

product life cycle management strategy. Faced with numerous patent expirations and huge 

costs for the development of new chemical entities (NCEs), pharmaceutical companies turn 

towards promising drug delivery technologies to give line extensions or generic versions of 

existing brand products (7,8). Hence, since ODT technologies entered the market in the 

1980s, they have grown steadily in demand and importance, and their product pipeline is 
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rapidly expanding (7). During the last decade, the field has become one of the most attractive 

and fastest-growing segments of the oral drug delivery market (9).  

At first sight, an ODT formulation may be considered as a relatively easy and often 

less risky oral delivery option to develop. Since the route of administration remains the same, 

the development of a bioequivalent (BE) ODT formulation of an established dosage form 

often demands minimal clinical requirements to gain final approval. BE studies are commonly 

conducted in supplementary New Drug Applications (NDAs) for product line extensions and 

in Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs) for generic products.  

However, despite an ever-increasing success, there is no real agreed official 

description of an ODT (10). The earliest regulatory definition reflected the lyophilized tablets 

that prevailed at the time. An orally disintegrating tablet was defined as "a solid dosage form 

containing medicinal substances which disintegrates rapidly, usually within a matter of 

seconds, when placed on the tongue" (11). Orally disintegrating tablets, orodispersible 

tablets, quick disintegrating tablets, mouth dissolving tablets, fast disintegrating tablets, fast 

dissolving tablets, rapid dissolving tablets, porous tablets and rapimelts are many of the 

terms approved as ODTs. Since then, multiple advanced manufacturing technologies with 

different disintegration strategies have emerged (6). Amongst other techniques, fast 

dispersion can be achieved by freeze-drying (12), cotton candy process (13), tablet molding 

(14,15), spray drying (16), mass extrusion (17), wet granulation (18) and direct compression 

(19). ODT formulations prepared by such variety of manufacturing processes can highly 

differ, e.g. in terms of dissolution rate, mechanical strength, drug and product stability, mouth 

feel, taste and overall drug bioavailability (BA). In addition, immediate release (IR), delayed 

release (DR) and sustained release (SR) of the drug is feasible, i.e. by means of drug-loaded 

multiparticulates. To avoid high variability in critical product attributes, regulatory authorities 

provided only recently in 2008 guidances for industry on ODTs (20). 

Particular recommendations are given on the expected disintegration of the dosage 

form which should occur in less than 3 minutes (Eur. Pharm.) (21) or less than 30 seconds 

(USP) (20). Not harmonized so far, it is generally assumed that the requirement for ODTs is 

easily achieved as the disintegration is complete within few seconds to about one minute (6). 

The in vivo performance of the dosage form has not been addressed in detail. Hence, the 

development of ODT formulations is typically guided by non-specific evaluation techniques. 

In the current state of expertise, ODTs are still often considered very similarly to traditional 

dosage forms, i.e. tablets and capsules, and evaluated in vitro and in vivo in a like manner. 

During the development phase, standardized test methods used for conventional products 

are generally performed to screen ODT formulations and address questions of quality 
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control. Based on the results of disintegration and dissolution experiments, an appropriate in 

vitro-in vivo correlation (IVIVC) for ODT formulations may be achieved when in vivo data are 

in place. Under such conditions, the residence time of the dosage form in the mouth has 

never been taken into account. However, to have a deeper insight into the bioavailability of 

ODTs, it may be crucial to resemble as closely as possible the key physiological conditions 

that can be experienced in vivo. Thus, it might be doubted that the in vitro evaluation of ODT 

formulations performed under standardized conditions adequately reflect their in vivo 

performances. 

The performance of ODT formulations is assessed in vivo by conducting BA or BE 

studies. One of the main advantages advanced for ODTs is their ease of administration that 

eliminates the need of water. However, although not needed, the co-administration of fluid is 

often allowed. Indeed, the Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC) of most of the ODT 

products indicates the possibility to co-administer water (22). Dispersing the tablet in fluid 

immediately before the administration is even sometimes an option (22). To consistently 

reflect this diversity, current regulatory guidelines do not specifically detail how ODTs should 

be administered when conducting in vivo studies. The requirements are rather determined on 

a case-by-case basis and depend on the individual intended uses, i.e. as claimed in SmPCs 

(23). As a result, available pharmacokinetic data are generated under a variety of study 

designs. For the generic application of ondensetron ODTs, the tablets were allowed to 

dissolve on the tongue and then swallowed with saliva followed by 240 mL of water (24). For 

the line extension of olanzapine ODTs, coated tablets were swallowed with water, whereas 

no water was given to subjects when they received ODTs which were allowed to dissolve on 

the tongue (25).  

It becomes quite obvious that the current lack of knowledge on ODTs highly limits an 

appropriate formulation evaluation and thus, a rational development. Better understanding on 

ODT formulations and the aspects that may relevantly influence their in vivo performance 

need to be acquired (5). Accordingly, predictive in vitro evaluation techniques should be 

made available. 

In an attempt to design specific methods to characterize ODTs, it is of fundamental 

importance to better understand these unique oral solid products. Therefore, in the following, 

the particular characteristics defining ODTs are described in detail and critical in vivo issues 

are addressed. The mode of administration involves placement and short contact time in the 

mouth where the dosage form disintegrates. As the dissolution of the drug may start here, 

questions of buccal absorption, palatability and performance which may critically impact the 

drug bioavailability as well as the drug product efficacy and acceptability are discussed.  
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1. Particular aspects of orodispersible tablets 

The oral cavity is the point of entry for oral drug formulations. Usually their contact with 

the oral mucosa is short (31). Indeed, most of the conventional oral solid dosage forms, i.e. 

tablets and capsules, are ingested whole with liquids. In contrast, ODTs are especially 

formulated to rapidly disintegrate in the mouth where saliva acts as disintegration fluid. The 

placement of the dosage form in the mouth and its time of contact therein may be critical for 

product performance. 

During administration, an ODT disintegrates in the mouth within few seconds and its drug 

content is finely dispersed in saliva. Then, swallowing is made easy without water and the 

disintegrated content follows the gastrointestinal (GI) route. 

Depending on the formulation concept, the drug may be contained as single crystals or 

as drug-loaded multiparticulates. Drug dissolution can take place all along the GI tract; drug 

absorption generally occurs in the intestine. Critical issues may arise when dissolution of the 

dispersed drug starts in saliva, e.g. with highly soluble APIs or weak acids (32). Drug 

dissolution in saliva may consequently influence the drug and the product in vivo 

performance (33). In the mouth, dissolved drug can permeate directly through the oral 

mucosa, i.e. can be orally absorbed, and enter the systemic circulation. Exposed to the 

tongue, it can be detected by the embedded taste buds.  

After swallowing, the disintegrated ODT content follows the GI route. Drug particles and 

partially dissolved drug enter first the stomach. It will rest in the stomach until emptying into 

the small intestine occurs. Along the passage through these successive segments, the drug 

will meet extremely different physiological conditions which may influence its bioavailability.  

1.1. Oral disintegration 

The disintegration of ODT formulations must be complete within 3 minutes (21). Rapid 

disintegration is most commonly achieved with porous tablets and/or when 

superdisintegrants and water soluble excipients are part of the formulation (34). In most 

cases, the disintegration of the ODT occurs such fast that the drug is made available in the 

mouth almost immediately after administration. Fast in vitro dissolution goes along with a fast 

disintegration of the tablet which can be easily tested using a potent disintegration test.  

However, with the rapid dispersion behavior of ODTs, the discrimination between 

different products by in vivo and in vitro methods faces many limitations (35).  
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In vivo test methods using human test panels often lead to results of poor reproducibility 

and reliability (36-38). In addition, the use of human volunteers as test subjects may address 

ethical or safety concerns (34).  

In vitro, the disintegration time of ODTs is typically measured with standard disintegration 

test methods which are also used for conventional tablets (39). However, the settings of 

these methods include a high agitation rate and a large volume of liquid (900 mL). Both 

conditions hardly reflect the situation experienced by ODTs in the mouth where the volume of 

saliva is small (34). In an attempt to address these issues, various more recent in vitro 

methods have been alternatively proposed. Amongst other techniques, the disintegration of 

ODTs can be tested using the modified dissolution apparatus (37), the CCD camera (40,41), 

the shaking water bath (42), the rotary shaft method (38) and also the texture analyzer (43) 

claimed to be the most predictive (44). Some of these tests are able to provide satisfactory 

discrimination between tablets of different types; none of them considers all the physiological 

factors of disintegration in the mouth (34).  

Disintegration times measured with most of the in vivo and in vitro disintegration test 

methods only vary in the range of few seconds. Furthermore, the oral disintegration, the 

standard and the texture analyzer methodologies often lead to comparable results (44). 

Hence, the use of one of the novel methodologies cannot be recommended for testing the 

disintegration time of ODTs so far. The standard method should still provide satisfactory 

results for screening different products or for quality control purposes. 

1.2. Drug dissolution in the saliva  

1.2.1. Drug absorption through oral mucosa 

When administered by means of ODT formulations, the drug may start to dissolve as 

early as in the mouth. Drug delivery to the mouth is possible when drug particles dissolved in 

the saliva pass the oral mucosa and enter the systemic circulation.  

Some pharmacokinetic studies report that the drug bioavailability has been improved 

with ODTs rather than with the corresponding conventional tablets (25,45-48). The main 

hypothesis involved is a slightly faster rate of absorption of the ODT formulation (45). 

However, clinical relevant effect has not yet been proven. Only in few cases, a significant 

improvement of bioavailability was observed which could have been attributed to a pre-

gastric absorption and to a reduced first-pass metabolism effect. A representative case is 
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probably the MAO inhibitor type B selegiline where the relative bioavailability was found to be 

around 13 (49).  

Hence, applying an ODT formulation does not avoid the first-pass metabolism since 

the unit rapidly disintegrates and the drug is swallowed (31). Moreover, saliva with dissolved 

drug is constantly being swallowed; this process competes with buccal absorption (31). 

1.2.2. Drug taste threshold and palatability 

The taste buds are sensitive to the five fundamental taste sensations: saltiness, 

sourness, bitterness, sweetness and umami sensation. Once a stimulus interacts with 

receptors in a taste buds’ membrane, the information is transmitted via an electrical signal to 

the brain where taste is perceived (50). This interaction only happens with dissolved 

molecules. Since most of the drugs have bitter or unpleasant taste properties, their taste 

perception should be addressed. Indeed, taste is one of the prime factors impacting the 

patient compliance and thus, the commercial success of oral formulations (51). In order to 

develop palatable and convenient tasting products, multiple taste-masking techniques are 

used (52). So far, most of the technologies aim for a reduction of the drug solubility in saliva. 

By this means, the drug concentration is kept below the taste threshold (53). Amongst 

others, common taste-masking approaches include the addition of flavors and/or sweetening 

agents (54), adjustment of pH value (55), ion exchange resin adsorption (56), prodrug 

approach (57), microencapsulation (58), implement complexation (59,60), coating (61) and 

hot-melt coating with fatty acids (62). Recent progress claims specific compounds known as 

“taste suppressant”, compounds which are said to directly interact with taste receptors 

(63,64). 

Taste assessment is a prerequisite when a palatable formulation must be developed. 

During formulation development, in vivo and/or in vitro methods can be applied for this 

purpose. However, organoleptic properties of a product are hard to evaluate in an objective 

manner. 

In vivo sensory evaluation in humans is the most common and preferred test method 

(65). With a panel consisting of trained human healthy volunteers, gustatory sensation 

responses can be evaluated (50). The panel testing method has a number of drawbacks: it is 

time consuming and expensive, requires an extensive training and provides only a low 

throughput. As the human sense of taste is a subjective perception, the results achieved may 

be highly variable (53). In addition, the tasting of pharmaceutical preparations is further 
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restricted by ethical and safety concerns. Sensory tests are thus seriously limited in early 

stage developments of NCEs (66). 

Therefore, in vitro test evaluation approaches are potential alternatives for assessing 

the taste. Typically, taste evaluation of bitter or undesirable tasting drugs are used to 

investigate the effectiveness of a taste-masking approach (67,68). Ideally, compendial 

dissolution settings like dissolution medium or apparatus are modified (50). The in vitro 

dissolution within the first minutes (e.g. ≤ 5 minutes) is considered to represent the taste-

masking performance. Taste-masking may be achieved when no or only small amounts of 

API are detected in vitro. An in vitro dissolution threshold (e.g. ≤ 10 % dissolved in 5 minutes) 

largely depends on the taste intensity of an API (69).  

More recently, electronic taste sensing systems are also applied for pharmaceutical 

purposes (70). Also known as electronic tongues, these devices have the ability to convert 

taste information provided by multiple compounds in liquid samples into electronic patterns 

(50). They consist of an array of taste sensors, a signal collecting unit and a pattern 

recognition software applied via a computer (71). Typically, the measurement principle is 

supported by potentiometry. According to the Nernst or Nikolsky-Eisenmann equation 

(Equation 1), the response of the potentiometric chemical sensors depends logarithmically 

on the activity of the substance (72,73). 

U = U0 + (RT/zF) lnai     (Equation 1) 

where U= electrode potential; U0 = standard electrode potential; R = universal gas constant; 

T = temperature (K); z = ionic valence of the substance; F = Faraday constant; ai = activity of 

the substance. 

ai = fici (Equation 2) 

where fi = activity coefficient of the substance; ci = concentration of the substance. 

One of the main advantages of using electronic taste sensing systems is that different 

substances can be detected in parallel. By this means, it has already been possible to 

assess the taste intensities and qualities of different drugs (74), pharmaceutical excipients 

(75) and also taste-masked products (76-78). 
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1.2.3. Drug features in the gastrointestinal tract 

The disintegrated ODT formulation including dissolved and/or undissolved drug 

particles is swallowed and enters the upper GI tract, i.e. the stomach followed by the small 

intestine. Along its transit through the oral cavity and the GI tract, the drug will experience 

strong variations in physiological conditions and especially, media of markedly different pH 

values. Solubility and dissolution in the GI tract can be critical for the oral bioavailability of 

poorly soluble drugs (79). The aspect is even more important for compounds with a pH-

sensitive solubility (i.e. poorly soluble weak acids or bases). Therefore, the influence of the 

residence time in the mouth on the subsequent GI tract passage should be evaluated for 

ODTs.  

After swallowing, the drug is retained in the stomach before gastric-emptying delivers 

the drug into the small intestine, where most drugs are absorbed (27). During gastric 

residence time, drug particles would be suspended and dispersed in resting contents of the 

stomach liquid, the volume of which is very small in the fasted state (80).  

Gastric dissolution, after swallowing, may be critical for poorly soluble weak acids. 

The sensitivity to the extreme decrease in pH conditions upon swallowing may lead to the 

precipitation of an API in the stomach (27).  

In contrast, in the case of poorly soluble weak bases, drug precipitation may occur 

upon entry into the small intestine (79).  

Thus, the critical questions that may be addressed when administrating an ODT 

formulation are the following: i) oral disintegration, ii) dissolution of the drug in saliva and GI 

fluids and iii) taste perception. So far, these questions are evaluated using the test methods 

as described in Figure 1. Compendial disintegration testing is expected to give satisfactory 

results. However, the currently available compendial in vitro test methods may have only of 

poor predictive power in order to predict taste qualities and in vitro dissolution in the saliva.  

To address questions of IVIVC, novel in vitro test methods specifically designed for 

the evaluation of ODTs are therefore proposed. 
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Figure 1 General scheme describing critical questions addressed by ODT products and how they are actually evaluated in vitro. 
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2. In vitro test methods dedicated to orodispersible tablets 

An important aspect in the development of any pharmaceutical product is to find an in 

vitro characteristic of potential formulations able to reflect their in vivo performance (81). As 

being orodispersible products, the placement and the time of residence in the mouth are 

main specificities for ODTs. Thus, considering these aspects in vitro by simulating the 

conditions in the mouth should give valuable information on the in vivo features of ODTs. 

Current in vitro evaluation methods applied for the development of conventional oral solid 

formulations are not adequate for this purpose.  

To address predictive issues, a novel in vitro characterization approach dedicated to 

ODTs is proposed. For this purpose, the mouth is considered as the first site where the drug 

can be dissolved and also tasted. The evaluation methodology combines the use of i) novel 

in vitro biorelevant test setups for assessing the dissolution and possible other behaviors of 

the drug and ii) an electronic taste sensing system for predicting taste qualities and 

intensities. 

2.1. Novel in vitro biorelevant test setups 

2.1.1. Setting the biorelevant conditions 

Biorelevant in vitro dissolution tests are defined by their ability to predict the in vivo 

performance of drug products and to generate a successful IVIVC (81). The development of 

an in vitro biorelevant dissolution test appropriate for oral dosage forms must consider the 

physiological conditions in the GI tract that can affect drug dissolution according to the 

properties of the drug and the dosage form (81). For ODTs, particular attention must be 

given to the physiological conditions in the mouth where the dosage form disintegrates. 

Therein, the dissolution of the drug may initiate before it is swallowed and enters the GI tract. 

To predict the in vivo performance of ODTs, novel in vitro biorelevant dissolution test 

setups should adequately model the transit through the different segments of the GI tract. 

The dissolution media and also the residence times should reflect as well as possible the in 

vivo conditions. Human physiological fluids have therefore to be simulated by media of 

appropriate compositions, temperature and volumes (82,83). Biorelevant media with defined 

pH value, ionic strength, buffer capacity and the presence of surfactants such as bile salts 

are ideally applied when their use proves to be relevant. In addition, the dissolution test 
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duration and sequences have to reflect the passage of the ODT compounds through the 

different compartments considering different residence times as well (84).  

The selection of dissolution test conditions typically takes the preferred in vivo absorption 

site as well as the fasted or fed state into account (85). Fasted conditions are considered to 

be most sensitive in order to detect potential qualitative differences between formulations. 

Consequently, BE studies are often conducted in the fasted state (23). For this reason, the 

present test setups are aimed at modeling the administration of ODTs in the fasted state.  

Mouth 

After administration, an ODT experiences the conditions in the mouth being the first 

dissolution compartment. Various factors are very specific for the drug dissolution in the oral 

cavity: i) the unique media composition, ii) the small volume available for 

disintegration/dissolution, iii) the short residence time, iv) the possible incomplete dissolution 

and v) the transfer of solids (86). Indeed, after disintegration in the mouth, the bulk of the 

dosage form is usually swallowed within 3 minutes.  

The saliva is primarily composed of water, mineral salts (mainly sodium, potassium, 

chloride and bicarbonate), proteins, mucus and amylase (87). The salivary glands produce 

the saliva with a continual basal secretion of about 0.5 mL/min which can rapidly increase 

(induced by e.g. the thought, smell or taste of food). A representative saliva volume is 

typically 3 to 5 mL. The saliva pH often varies between 6.2 and 7.4 depending on the salivary 

secretion rate (31). Several media are proposed in the literature to simulate the saliva with 

various compositions and pH values (86,88-92). As a dissolution medium, the composition 

and the pH value of the chosen simulated saliva can strongly influence the solubility and 

consequently, the dissolution rate of drugs (e.g. weakly acidic or basic compounds with pH-

sensitive solubility). It is thus recommended to test different dissolution media for studying 

drug dissolution in the mouth. An ODT should be disintegrated and swallowed within 3 

minutes. The longer an ODT stays in the mouth, the more the drug may dissolve. Therefore, 

the in vitro dissolution testing in simulated saliva should cover this 3 minutes time period.  

Taking these considerations into account, the drug could stay in the mouth for 

approximately 3 minutes being in contact with 5 mL of saliva. As soon as the ODT is placed 

in the mouth, drug release can start. For this reason, sampling during in vitro dissolution in 

simulated saliva should be performed in very short intervals, as e.g. at least every 30 

seconds up to 3 minutes.  
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Stomach 

After swallowing the disintegrated ODT, the drug enters the upper GI tract as either a 

solution (in the case of complete dissolution in saliva) or as a suspension (in the case of 

partial dissolution in saliva). 

In the fasted state, gastric fluid volumes are expected to be quite low (about 50 mL) 

(80). For many marketed ODTs, the SmPC indicates the possibility of co-administration with 

fluid (22). In pharmacokinetic studies, about 200 mL of liquid are typically co-administered 

with an ODT (i.e. a glass of water). With the larger volume of liquid, a higher rate of 

dissolution in the stomach can be expected. It might therefore be relevant to study in vitro the 

co-administration of an ODT formulation with fluid. A volume of 250 mL could simulate the 

total volume of fluid available in the stomach during gastric residence (50 mL of gastric fluid 

with the addition of 200 mL of co-administered liquid).  

The average pH in the fasted stomach is usually in the range of 1.5-1.9 (80). In order 

to approach the physiological conditions in the stomach, various dissolution media can be 

tested, e.g. simulated gastric fluid sine pepsin (SGFsp) pH 1.2 (compendial medium) and 

fasted state simulating gastric fluid (FaSSGF) pH 1.6 (biorelevant medium) (80,84). In vitro 

dissolution medium must be adapted considering the properties of the tested API (e.g. 

solubility and lipophilicity). It is also possible to produce self-designed media by adjusting 

their compositions and/or pH values. A difference in pH values likely affects the dissolution of 

poorly soluble weak bases; the presence of bile salts and lecithin can facilitate the wetting of 

suspended lipophilic particles and the solubilization of lipophilic compounds into mixed 

micelles (27). 

In gastric fluids, the API is solubilized/suspended. Emptying from the stomach 

generally takes place within about 30 minutes (84). Gastric dissolution, after swallowing, may 

be critical with e.g. poorly soluble weak acids as drug dissolved in neutral saliva can 

precipitate in the acidic stomach fluid. In order to predict such events, sampling should be 

feasible in order to detect early changes in drug dissolution behavior. Frequent sampling 

during the first phase (0-5 minutes) of the total dissolution test time (30 minutes) is 

recommended. 

Intestine 

From the stomach, the drug is emptied into the upper small intestine. Therein, the 

intraluminal fluids have an average volume of 250 mL (84). In order to simulate fasted 
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conditions in the proximal small intestine, simulating intestinal fluid (SIF) pH 6.8 (compendial 

medium) or fasted state simulating intestinal fluid (FaSSIF) pH 6.5 (biorelevant medium) can 

be used as dissolution media (27). In the intestine, residence times between 1 and 3 hours 

are reported (84). The duration of a dissolution test should be adapted depending on the 

intended drug release characteristics, i.e. IR, DR or SR. Drug release from a fast 

disintegrating and releasing dosage form should be finished within 60 minutes. 

A general scheme for the proposed biorelevant dissolution test setups is summarized as in 

Table 1.  

Table 1 General scheme for the proposed biorelevant dissolution models under fasted conditions. 

Step GI tract segment Dissolution media Intake fluid volume Residence time (min) 

   -  + 200 mL*  

1 Mouth Simulated saliva 5 5 3 

2 Stomach Simulated gastric fluid 50 250 30 

3 Small intestine Simulated intestinal fluid 250 450 60 

*co-administered liquid volume 

2.1.2. Design of in vitro dissolution test methods 

The in vitro dissolution of the drug is studied in successive simulated 

mouth/gastric/intestinal conditions. Dissolution data are generated as summarized in Figure 

2. The in vitro dissolution experiments are performed at temperatures of 37 ± 0.5 °C. The 

agitation of the dissolution media is provided by a magnetic stirrer set at 50 rpm. 

Mouth. Dissolution studies simulating the mouth (Figure 2 step 1) can hardly be performed 

using a 5 mL volume of simulated saliva only. In order to simulate the in vivo conditions as 

close as possible, the test dose and the test volume of simulated saliva have to be increased 

both to the same extent. In practice, 10 ODT tablets are tested in 50 mL (10 x 5 mL) of 

dissolution medium. Sampling is performed at least every 30 seconds.  

Stomach. For studying gastric dissolution, after swallowing (Figure 2 step 2), a single dose 

is added to a physiological 5 mL volume of simulated saliva. After 3 minutes, the resulting 

solution/suspension is transferred into either 45 mL or 245 mL* of simulated gastric fluid 

yielding to 50 mL or 250 mL* of dissolution medium respectively. Samples are taken after the 

media change. 
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Intestine. To investigate the dissolution in the fasted upper small intestine after swallowing 

and gastric-emptying (Figure 2 step 3), a single dose is added to 5 mL of simulated saliva. 

After 3 minutes, the resulting solution/suspension is transferred into 45 mL or 245 mL* of 

simulated gastric fluid. After 30 minutes, this volume is transferred to 200 mL of a neutral 

buffer yielding to 250 mL or 450 mL* of dissolution medium respectively. Samples are taken 

after the last media change. 

* This concept reflects a co-administered liquid volume of 200 mL. 

 

Figure 2 Methodology to study the dissolution using the biorelevant test setups. Data presented are not experimental data and 

are for information only. 

For assaying the drug, 3 mL samples are withdrawn manually (with replacement by 

fresh media) using an appropriate withdrawal system (Figure 3) where 5 mL syringes (A) are 

fitted with stainless tubings (B) and connected to adequate filters (e.g. 10 µm poroplast 

filters) (C). By this means non-dissolved particles, i.e. particles of the drug and also 

excipients, remain into the dissolution vessel. Using the height-adjustment mechanism (B’) 

the depth of the tubing in the dissolution vessel can be adapted depending on the dissolution 

step and each dissolution medium volume. In addition, the reproducibility of the sampling 
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location between experiments can be ensured. Finally, the samples are filtered discarding 

the first 1 mL and analyzed, e.g. by HPLC. 

 

 

2.2. In vitro taste evaluation using an electronic tongue 

The taste perception by the human tongue depends on the amount of compound 

released and/or dissolved during the residence time in the mouth and also on its intrinsic 

taste qualities and intensities. Only the dissolved particles are able to interact in vivo with the 

taste buds and induce taste and aftertaste sensations. It is of high interest to evaluate in 

parallel the drug dissolution in biorelevant conditions of the mouth and the taste stimuli 

dissolved particles can produce (Figure 6).  

Recently introduced for pharmaceutical applications, electronic taste sensing systems could 

represent precious guiding 

instruments in providing taste 

information on ODT products 

and the drug they contain. The 

TS-5000Z system (Insent Inc., 

Japan) is one of the 

commercially available 

electronic tongues (Figure 4) 

and is qualified according to 

ICH guideline Q2 (93). The 

device is equipped with seven 
Figure 4 TS-5000Z Taste Sensing System (Insent Inc, Japan) (70). 

Figure 3 Withdrawal system to perform the 

manual samplings: A: syringe, B: stainless 

tubing, B’: height-adjustable mechanism and 

C: filter. 
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lipid membrane sensors providing different taste qualities which are specific for five gustatory 

stimuli (Table 2).  

Table 2 Taste quality represented by each sensor of the TS-5000Z Taste Sensing System. 

Sensor  Taste quality  

SB2CT0  Saltiness  

SB2CA0  Sourness  

SB2AAE  Umami  

SB2AE1  Astringency  

SB2C00  Bitterness 3: detect anionic substances  

SB2AN0 and SB2AC0  Bitterness 1 and 2: detect cationic substances  

The device measures differences in electronic potential while evaluating liquid samples 

which typically consist of solutions containing chemical(s) in distilled water (e.g. 100 mL). 

One measurement cycle (Figure 5) typically consists of measuring a reference solution (Vr), 

followed by the sample solution (Vs), a short (2 x 3 sec) cleaning procedure and 

measurement of the aftertaste (Vr’) in reference solution. Corresponding aftertastes can be 

measured from molecules still adhering to the sensors’ surfaces after the short cleaning 

procedure. 

 

Figure 5 Description of one measurement cycle performed by the electronic tongue. 
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The electronic tongue can be applied in different phases of the development to screen 

drug candidates and to discriminate appropriately between different degrees, e.g. taste 

masking, of formulation prototypes (Figure 6). 

In pre-formulation, it can be first of valuable interest to establish the relationship between 

different concentrations of the drug and the responses induced on the sensors, i.e. by means 

of calibration curves (Figure 6 B). Ideally, the concentrations of the tested chemical in 

solutions should reflect the expected solubility in the test medium (e.g. 100 mL of distilled 

water). Graphs are subsequently generated by plotting each sensor response (mV) against 

the logarithm of the concentration. In the studied concentration range, changes in the 

electronic potential of a sensor reflect the ability of said sensor to detect an increase of the 

amount of chemical dissolved. In doing the same with all sensors, the data can be used to 

identify the critical sensors responding to a defined drug and to generate a profile-like of its 

related taste properties. By this means, different drugs or different forms of the same drug 

(e.g. salts, polymorphs or complexes) can be screened. To save time and costs while an 

ODT formulation is developed, the early selection of the drug eliciting the least bad 

organoleptic aspects would represent a major advantage, especially by reducing further taste 

masking efforts (94). 

In the formulation phase, the pure drug or in many cases, the taste-masked drug is 

incorporated in ODT prototypes. ODTs are typically multi-component formulations which 

often consist of complex mixtures of excipients. High amounts of sugars and sweeteners are 

common. To simulate the placement of 1 dose, i.e. 1 ODT, in the mouth and the contact with 

5 mL of saliva until complete disintegration, 20 doses have to be dispersed in 100 mL of 

distilled water and kept in contact, under stir, for 3 minutes (21,95). After that time, the 

suspension is filtered and the resulting solution is analyzed. The filtration is a prerequisite as 

it allows to remove suspended particles and also to stop further dissolution of the drug in the 

medium. Multiple prototypes, e.g. with different taste-masking strategies and/or formulation 

compositions, can be screened. At this step of the formulation development, valuable 

information can be gained by comparing the signals induced by formulation prototypes with 

signals induced by the pure drug, by drug-free formulations (placebos) and/or reference 

formulations (e.g. marketed product(s)).  

For interpreting the results, the sensor signals can be either analyzed directly (Figure 6 

C) or with a multivariate data analysis, i.e. principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 6 D). 

The PCA allows to reducing the multidimensional space (seven independent sensors for the 
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TS-5000Z system) without losing information. The most abundant information of the original 

data is transformed into the first principal component (PC-1). The second most abundant 

information is transformed into the second principal component (PC-2). Depending on the 

taste signals obtained for the drug in pre-formulation studies, the specific responding 

sensors, i.e. the discriminative sensors, can be selected and used to create the map. For 

each sample, a cluster is generated in the map. Similarities/dissimilarities between the 

different samples can be easily detected. By this means, the prototypes are positioned in the 

map depending on their global taste qualities and their proximity to the API as well as to the 

respective placebo. Ideally, a tested formulation is as close as possible to its tasteless 

placebo and/or to a taste-masked reference. 

 

Figure 6 Evaluation of the drug taste perception from APIs and/or (TM) ODT prototypes at different stages of the development 

and examples of data generated. Data presented are not experimental data and are for information only. A/ Comparative 

dissolution studies to evaluate the ability of the drug to be released and/or dissolved; B/ Responses induced by 1 API on the 7 

sensors of the electronic tongue; the sensors for saltiness and sourness are discriminative; C/ Responses induced by different 

ODT prototypes (1-4) on 1 sensor versus the pure drug (API) and the reference (REF); prototype 4 is the closest to the 

reference; and D/ PCA map generated with the ODT prototypes using the discriminative sensors; prototype 4 is the closest to 

the reference. Data are only given as examples. 
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3. Application to the development and in vitro evaluation of ODTs 

A predictive in vitro characterization approach dedicated to ODTs would be a valuable 

guide for a rational formulation development. Indeed, an appropriate methodology would help 

i) in the early stages of drug discovery and development to identify the biopharmaceutical 

performances of different compounds and select the most suitable candidate and ii) in later 

stages of the development to assist in formulation strategies and the establishment of the 

IVIVC (81).  

The proposed methods must succeed in discriminating the performance of different drugs 

and ODT formulations. These abilities should be evaluated using a drug model able to reflect 

critical issues which can be experienced after the administration of ODTs. Diclofenac is 

expected to be an adequate drug for this purpose (27). Indeed, it was often observed that the 

bioavailability of this poorly soluble and weakly acidic compound is highly dependent on the 

dosing conditions (28-30). In the following parts, the issues of performance and taste 

referring to diclofenac will be explained in detail. Using diclofenac as a drug model, it will be 

further described how the newly designed in vitro test methods can be used in a rational 

approach to develop an ODT formulation. 

3.1. Diclofenac as drug model 

Diclofenac is a well-known potent non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) 

widely used in the long-term treatment of inflammation and 

painful conditions of rheumatic and non-rheumatic origin 

(96). As a representative of the phenylacetic acid 

derivatives, its chemical structure (Figure 7) is designated 

as 2-[(2,6-dichlorophenyl)amino] phenylacetic acid. The 

drug is mainly available in the form of the free acid and its 

sodium/potassium salt.  

Diclofenac is poorly soluble and high permeable 

and thus, classified in the BCS class II (97). The rate-

limiting steps in diclofenac absorption from oral 

formulations are i) the in vivo disintegration of the dosage form, ii) the gastric-emptying and 

iii) the rate and extent of in vivo dissolution (97). 

Figure 7 Chemical structure of diclofenac; 

R = H
+
, Na

+ 
or K

+
 for respectively the free 

acid, the sodium or the potassium salt.
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3.1.1. Biorelevant issues 

As a weakly acidic (pKa 3.80) and lipophilic (logP 4.4; logD 1.4 at pH 6.8) compound, 

diclofenac has a pH-dependent solubility (Figure 8) (97). With a very low solubility under 

acidic conditions, the drug shows a highly variable 

solubility along the GI tract. When administrated by 

means of ODTs, diclofenac may be released as early 

as in the oral cavity and thus, be exposed to the 

neutral media of the saliva.  

As the drug is partially soluble in saliva, parts of 

a dose are in solution before reaching the stomach. 

However, the fasted stomach represents certainly the 

least favorable place for diclofenac to dissolve. In the 

acidic environment of the stomach, dissolved drug may 

precipitate. After leaving the stomach, the drug reaches the small intestine where drugs are 

generally the best absorbed. Being a poorly soluble, weakly acidic and lipophilic compound, 

the dissolution of diclofenac is even more favored in this segment, and expected to be fast 

and complete (81). 

Typical commercially available oral solid formulations of diclofenac are DR or SR 

tablets (comprising diclofenac sodium salt) and IR tablets (comprising diclofenac potassium 

salt). With the attempts of fastening the onset of analgesic effect, various other types of oral 

solid formulations have been under development in the late years, e.g. effervescent or 

dispersible formulations. Claiming to provide a faster dissolution of the drug, these 

formulations should enable an earlier absorption in the upper digestive tract. So far, one 

dispersible tablet formulation containing diclofenac free acid has been launched (98). Oral 

administration of diclofenac IR preparations (i.e. solutions, suspensions, effervescent or 

dispersible preparations) often provides multiple peaks in individual plasma profiles during 

the first hours after application of the sodium/potassium salt (Figure 9) (28-30). Interestingly, 

this multiple-peaks phenomenon is not observed when equivalent formulations containing 

diclofenac free acid were applied (98).  

Figure 8 pH-solubility profile of diclofenac at 25 

°C using the free acid (●) and the sodium salt 

(□) as starting materials (106). 
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Figure 9 Individual diclofenac plasma concentrations versus time profiles from 2 subjects after administrating a dispersible 

formulation of diclofenac sodium; 100 mg tested dose; n = 11 subjects (99). 

The bioperformance of orodispersible dosage forms approaches that of solutions 

when the drug completely dissolves in the mouth, or suspensions when the dissolution is 

incomplete. In a consistent manner, it is also true for dispersible or effervescent formulations 

where the dosage form is already disintegrated at the time of administration. Therefore, 

diclofenac pharmacokinetic data suggest peculiar and contrasting behaviors following the 

ODT way of administration. 

3.1.2. Taste issues 

The sodium/potassium salts of diclofenac are known to have an unpleasant bitter 

taste (26) and to provide a sensation of strong astringency after contact with the tongue; 

irritations of the oral mucosa are also reported (26). On the other hand, a diclofenac free acid 

suspension is supposed to have a quite negligible taste due to its poor solubility (26).  

As a drug model, diclofenac offers the advantages to provide three very different 

forms with contrasting properties and biopharmaceutical issues: the free acid and its 

sodium/potassium salt (Table 3). As a NSAID used for the treatment of pain, a fast onset of 

pharmaceutical action is one of the very important requirements to be fulfilled. Considering 

the intrinsic properties of the drug, the formulation of a palatable and fast acting ODT 

formulation is challenging. This case study is used to evaluate the discriminative power of the 

proposed in vitro test methods and also their utility in assisting the development of ODT 

formulations. 
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Table 3  Comparative properties of diclofenac free acid and its sodium/potassium salt. 

Property  
Diclofenac 

Free acid Sodium Potassium 

Odor  odorless  odorless odorless  

Water solubility  poor sparing sparing 

Taste  negligible unpleasant/bitter/salty unpleasant/bitter/salty 

Behavior in the stomach precipitation precipitation precipitation 

Peculiar in vivo features - multiple absorption peaks multiple absorption peaks 

3.2. Pre-formulation studies – Selection of the drug candidate 

In an early pharmaceutical development stage, relevant information on different active 

substances for the intended use should be gained to allow a rational candidate selection. 

Pre-formulation studies based on a rapid, easy to settle and discriminative methodology 

would represent a first prerequisite. For ODT formulations, particular attention should be 

given on the aspects controlling both the in vivo performance of the drug and the palatability 

of the drug product.  

The methodology for selecting the most suitable candidate depends on the intrinsic 

properties of the drug and the targeted qualities of the final product (Figure 10) (100).  

At that stage, biorelevant dissolution studies should provide an insight into the 

biopharmaceutical behaviors of the drug and help finding the discriminative conditions (e.g. 

pH value, composition or volume of in vitro dissolution media) for the successive segments 

encountered in vivo. For a pH-sensitive compound like diclofenac, different dissolution media 

simulating the mouth, the stomach and the intestine should be tested. The results of 

biorelevant and compendial studies should be compared. If the discriminative power 

achieved with biorelevant methods and compendial methods is comparable, a standard 

compendial method might be sufficient to characterize the drug release. Indeed, compendial 

methods are usually easier to operate, universally available and cost-effective. 

In parallel, the in vitro evaluation and prediction of the taste perception should guide the 

selection of the least bad-tasting prototype. Only dissolved particles are able to interact in 

vivo with the taste buds and to induce taste and aftertaste sensations. Assessing both the 

dissolution in the mouth (with biorelevant dissolution studies) and simultaneously, the 
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intrinsic taste quality and intensity (with the electronic tongue), a ranking of the prototypes 

can be established. Discriminative sensors of electronic tongue should be identified. 

Considering the formulation of palatable and fast acting ODTs, the selected diclofenac 

form (free acid, sodium salt or potassium salt) must allow to achieving the targeted profile in 

the best manner. It should therefore provide for: i) the lowest dissolution in the mouth, ii) the 

highest stability in the stomach, ii) the fastest dissolution in the small intestine and iv) the 

best taste in the mouth. 

 

Figure 10 Evaluation methodology in pre-formulation studies for screening different drug candidates intended to be formulated 

in ODTs. The example scheme is designed for the development of a palatable and fast-acting ODT formulation comprising 

diclofenac. 

3.3. Formulation studies – Development and selection of ODT prototypes 

In a later stage of the pharmaceutical development, when a drug candidate would be 

selected, the development of the final ODT formulation has to be based on a defined 

strategy. Drug products disintegrating in the mouth must provide a good palatability (76).  

In most cases, the formulation of taste-masked ODTs is aimed at avoiding or at least at 

delaying the release of the drug as long as it stays in the mouth. Nevertheless, the drug must 

be released at the proper target site with the required rate in order to provide an optimal 

therapeutic effect (101). For the case proposed, the ODT prototype must achieve: i) fast 

disintegration, ii) palatability and iii) fast drug release. 
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In formulation development, the analytical methods must be able to discriminate between 

the different prototypes considering e.g. the drug release and the taste-masking properties 

(Figure 11). Supported by results from pre-formulation studies, it should be decided whether 

biorelevant and/or compendial dissolution studies should be performed for evaluating the in 

vitro dissolution as well as the taste-masking in the mouth. Based on early in vitro data, an 

early pre-selection of the most suitable prototypes can rapidly be carried out.  

According to the Targeted Product Profile (TPP) for diclofenac ODTs, the selection 

criteria for formulation prototypes are: i) low drug dissolution in the mouth, ii) drug stability in 

the stomach and ii) fast drug dissolution in the small intestine. The pre-selection step would 

allow to saving expensive and time-consuming taste investigations applying an electronic 

taste sensing system. The electronic tongue can be further used in a second more detailed 

taste evaluation on the pre-selected prototypes. The electronic tongue results would guide 

the selection of the final ODT prototype providing the sensors’ responses very similar to the 

placebo and/or the taste-masked reference formulation. 

 

Figure 11 Evaluation methodology in formulation development for screening different ODT prototypes. The scheme is designed 

for the development of a palatable and fast-acting ODT formulation comprising diclofenac. 
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4. Objectives 

In the last decade, the orodispersible technology has become one of the most attractive 

and fastest-growing platforms for oral drug delivery (9). In this field, orodispersible tablets 

(ODTs) represent interesting dosage forms which address the need for more patient 

compliant medicines and an effective product life cycle management strategy. ODTs are 

specifically designed to rapidly disintegrate in the saliva, thus obviating the need of water. 

Often considered as being just an innovative variant of conventional tablets, ODTs have 

however a completely different fate in vivo. The dispersion of the product in the mouth is only 

one particular aspect of ODTs which may address critical issues in vivo. Hence, the use of 

the available compendial in vitro standard test methods might lead to results of poor 

predictive value.  

To address these needs, the present work is aimed at presenting in vitro test methods 

specifically dedicated to the study and the understanding of ODTs and drugs administered in 

ODTs. Particular interest is given to the mouth as the site where the dosage form resides 

and disperses before swallowing. In the mouth, the drug (e.g. drug particles or drug-loaded 

multiparticulates) is released and its dissolution may start. Drug performance and palatability 

are main requirements for the development of ODT formulations. To predict quality 

parameters in vitro, an evaluation methodology is specifically designed in this study based on 

i) the development of biorelevant in vitro dissolution test setups and ii) the use of an 

electronic taste sensing system.  

Analytical test methods must discriminate between different drug candidates and multiple 

prototypes respectively and provide valuable information in different stages of ODT 

formulations’ development. For this purpose, the poorly soluble weak acid diclofenac is used 

as a drug model. Three different forms of diclofenac, i.e. the free acid and the 

sodium/potassium salt, are investigated with the aim of developing a palatable and fast 

acting ODT formulation. The utility of the characterization approach to help selecting the drug 

candidate and to rationalize the development of ODT formulations is further assessed.
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CHAPTER 1 

Development of biorelevant in vitro test setups to predict in vivo 

performance for ODTs – Screening of drug candidates  

Summary 

In this work, the development of biorelevant test setups reflecting the physiological 

conditions experienced by ODT formulations after administration is described. The 

experimental design considers the mouth where the dosage form disintegrates and where 

drug release may start before it is swallowed and passes through the GI tract, i.e. the 

stomach and the small intestine. The proposed models are designed to the in vitro screening 

of three diclofenac form candidates, i.e. diclofenac free acid and its sodium/potassium salt. 

The ability of the biorelevant method to provide a better discrimination of diclofenac in vivo 

behaviors than established methods is evaluated. By this means, it may be possible to 

explain the multiple absorption peaks phenomenon from individual plasma profiles in vitro. 

Based on the poor solubility and weakly acidic properties of diclofenac, the dissolution 

studies were performed using various combinations of mouth (SSF pH 6.2-6.75-7.4, 5 mL, 3 

min), gastric (SGF-FaSSGF, pH 1.2-1.6, 50-250 mL, 30 minutes) and intestinal (FaSSIF pH 

6.8, 250 mL, 60 minutes) fluids. The newly-designed biorelevant test setups showed the 

ability to discriminate between the three forms of diclofenac, especially between the free acid 

and its salts. In particular, the pH-modifications experienced in the different segments are 

most important. When switching in vitro from neutral mouth conditions to acidic gastric 

conditions, the dissolved diclofenac salts precipitated with a peculiar pattern. An in vitro 

precipitation in the gastric medium has not been observed with diclofenac free acid as it is 

only poorly soluble in simulated saliva. Using standard methods, these differences were not 

seen. In order to elucidate these behaviors, the proposed models were further applied for a 

more exhaustive characterization of the three drug forms. HPLC, optical 

morphogranulometry, DSC and PXRD were used for this purpose. By this means, an 

agglomeration phenomenon simultaneous to the precipitation was detected for diclofenac 

salts.  

The in vitro precipitation and agglomeration phenomenon might also occur in vivo in 

the stomach after oral administration of the drugs. Particularly sensitive formulations are i) 
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solutions, suspensions, effervescent and dispersible tablets which are available in a 

disintegrated or disintegrated-like form before oral administration or ii) ODTs which 

disintegrate in saliva. In such cases, differently sized agglomerates might be formed in vivo 

and most probably irregularly emptied from the stomach inducing multiple dissolution rates. 

Consequently, multiple absorption rates of the drug in the duodenum may be expected. This 

in vitro phenomenon could thus help understanding the peculiar individual plasma profiles, 

i.e. multiple-absorption peaks, observed in vivo after dosing diclofenac salts from solutions, 

suspensions, effervescent or dispersible formulations. The use of the biorelevant test setups 

enabled to early identify the drug candidate providing the more stable in vitro performance, 

diclofenac free acid.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Application of an electronic tongue to predict in vitro the taste qualities 

for ODTs - Screening of drug candidates and ODT prototypes  

Summary 

Organoleptic aspects of drug substances play a key role in the development of ODT 

formulations. In this chapter, the ability of an electronic taste sensing system to screen the 

taste properties between different drug candidates and also multiple ODT prototypes is 

evaluated. The TS-5000Z electronic tongue (Insent Inc., Japan) is applied to the in vitro taste 

assessment of three forms of diclofenac, i.e. diclofenac free acid and its sodium/potassium 

salt, and to assist the development of a diclofenac palatable ODT formulation. Biorelevant 

test setups are additionally used to study the amount of dissolved molecules in mouth 

conditions relevant for ODTs, i.e. 3 minutes of contact with 5 mL of simulated saliva.  

Biorelevant dissolution data showed a high dissolution rate for the salts which on the 

other hand was distinctly very low for the free acid. Univariate analysis of the TS-5000Z 

system data provided additional information by clearly discriminating the taste/aftertaste 

properties of the three drug forms. Particular contrast was highlighted for diclofenac free acid 

which induced only few taste and aftertaste stimuli. In addition, the electronic tongue was 

capable of differentiating the sodium and the potassium salts eliciting similar taste modalities. 

The different sensor responses between the qualities and the intensities of the three forms 

were mainly attributed to the different cations. By combining the data obtained from both 

methods, it was possible to estimate the taste perception of each drug form candidate and 

thus, to rank them against each other. Diclofenac free acid only slightly dissolved in 

simulated saliva and induced the least responses on the electronic tongue’s sensors.  

Diclofenac free acid was therefore selected to manufacture different taste masked 

ODT prototypes further evaluated using the electronic tongue versus corresponding 

placebos. In that stage, the taste sensors showed the ability to detect the drug as well as to 

discriminate between different formulation concepts and also taste-masking strategies. The 

use of multivariate data analysis, i.e. PCA, was particularly featured valuable for this 

purpose. Comparative dissolution studies as such showed an insufficient discriminative 
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power that was highly improved when used in combination with electronic tongue 

measurements. The described in vitro taste assessment approach may serve in the 

pharmaceutical development cycle to predict the taste of ODTs and also to assist the 

selection of the appropriate multi-component formulation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Application of an in vitro characterization approach for ODTs to the 

development of a new formulation 

Summary 

This part of the work describes the development of a new ODT formulation assisted 

by an in vitro characterization approach dedicated to ODTs. The challenge to achieve a 

palatable and fast acting ODT formulation of diclofenac is tested by screening different taste-

masking approaches and formulation concepts. Based on data obtained in the previous 

chapters, it is possible to early select the most suitable diclofenac candidate out of three drug 

forms for further ODT development. Discriminative test conditions for characterizing them will 

be applied in vitro. In addition, the information gained on the selected drug’s performance 

allows defining an appropriate formulation development strategy.  

Diclofenac free acid was used to prepare different ODT formulations. The preparation 

of five taste-masked microgranule formulations using wet granulation and/or coating 

processes and their further compression to ODTs is described in detail. Taste-masking of the 

API is achieved using a pH-modifying agent (e.g. citric acid) or a coating agent (e.g. amino 

methacrylate copolymer, Eudragit® E PO). The prototypes were compared to reference non 

taste-masked ODTs in terms of i) disintegration time, ii) processability and iii) in vitro 

dissolution behavior using simulated saliva (pH 7.4, 5 mL, 3 minutes) and compendial pH-

change media (paddle, 50 rpm). Standard in vitro dissolution methods were used to study the 

different prototypes’ performances. With diclofenac free acid, the conditions in the stomach 

and the intestine were considered not to be critical issues in vitro.  

Biorelevant in vitro taste evaluation studies were performed using simulated mouth 

conditions relevant for ODTs (i.e. 3 minutes of contact with 5 mL of simulated saliva). Under 

these conditions, the drug release from all prototypes was reduced compared to reference 

ODTs. However, fast release characteristics were only achieved with two formulations. 

Based on these initial in vitro investigations, a pre-selection was done amongst the 

manufactured ODT prototypes.  
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A more detailed in vitro taste assessment with the two selected formulations was then 

assisted by electronic tongue measurements. By means of univariate and multivariate data 

analysis, the prototype eliciting the better taste properties (i.e. the closest to placebo), was 

identified and further compared to an existing brand product. Using this experimental design, 

it was possible to rapidly screen between different ODT prototypes and also to determine the 

final formulation.  
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DISCUSSION 

The present study intended to address the actual lack of knowledge on ODTs and on 

appropriate in vitro test methods to study and understand their performances. By identifying 

the singular aspects of ODT formulations, it has become a prerequisite to consider the time 

of residence in the mouth where the dosage form disintegrates. As drug dissolution may start 

as early as in saliva, drug release performance and taste quality of ODT products may be 

critically affected. Both aspects should be evaluated in-depth during the ODT formulation 

development. With this aim, new biorelevant in vitro test methods were designed. Electronic 

tongue measurements completed the in vitro characterization. Proposed test methods were 

used as tools to assist different stages of the development of a new palatable and fast acting 

diclofenac ODT formulation. The approach succeeded in providing key information that 

helped to select both the appropriate drug form candidate and the final ODT formulation. 

In vitro dissolution studies are generally performed applying compendial test methods 

from international pharmacopeias using highly standardized conditions and apparatuses. 

With the attempts to better predict the in vivo performance of drug products, biorelevant 

dissolution systems simulating physiological conditions in vitro have emerged in the last 

years. For studying the performance of ODT formulations, the physiological conditions in the 

segments of the mouth, the stomach and the small intestine must be adequately reflected. 

For the purpose of this study, the dissolution conditions in each segment are defined mainly 

and with first priority by the composition and the volume of the dissolution medium and by the 

residence time of the test sample therein. As a consequence, the experimental design has to 

reflect the in vitro simulation in the mouth and in connection with this, the passage along the 

further segments. It is obvious that biorelevant dissolution studies cannot be achieved by 

simply adapting the testing conditions in the available standard dissolution apparatuses. In 

fact, the in vitro dissolution apparatuses I (basket) and II (paddle) are disadvantageous for 

particular applications as both usually work with high volumes of dissolution media. In order 

to better simulate the in vivo conditions, new in vitro test setups were therefore designed and 

developed. Dissolution is studied in beakers where the agitation is performed by a magnetic 

stirrer; the beakers and the magnetic stirrers both adapted depending on the tested 

sequence in the dissolution test. For the studies, the successive incorporation of one 

dissolution medium into the following were assumed to simulate i) the action of swallowing 

the disintegrated form of the ODT and ii) its further emptying form the stomach into the small 

intestine.  
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To predict the in vivo performance of drugs and products as well as possible, 

biorelevant dissolution methods should ideally consider all relevant physiological conditions 

(84). The hydrodynamics of the GI tract should therefore play a central role (84). In the last 

years, more information on the physiological hydrodynamics and the mechanical forces in GI 

tract was gained allowing a better insight into the complexity and the variability of the 

intraluminal motility (102,103). In this context, it was shown that the different forces and 

stress conditions occurring during the GI transit can strongly influence the performance of a 

dosage form.  For particular purposes, it may be interesting to simulate the physical stress 

conditions occurring during the GI passage in vitro, e.g. using novel biorelevant dissolution 

test apparatuses (104). 

According to the current state of the art, few clinical data only are available describing 

the performance of ODT products in vivo. Various mechanical forces may contribute to the 

ODT disintegration in the mouth (e.g. simultaneous action of tongue and palate). Moreover, it 

is very likely that the disintegrated ODT is not swallowed at once but rather swallowed in 

portions with saliva. Manufacturing technology, disintegration time, mouthfeel and texture of 

ODTs provide variables in addition to in vivo variations. Hence, the swallowing procedure is 

hard to simulate and to standardize in vitro. The in vitro simulation of the intraluminal 

hydrodynamics occurring in vivo following the transit of an ODT after administration may be 

even more complex.  

Applying the biorelevant models, it must be considered that the transfer of one in vitro 

test medium into another may possibly provide mechanical forces. This is also true for 

magnetic stirrers agitating the dissolution media.  

Taste assessment of drug candidates and commercial products was performed using 

an electronic taste sensing system which was adapted for ODTs. Indeed, the preparation of 

the test samples should simulate i) the amounts of each formulation component (i.e. drug 

and excipients) to reflect the in vivo concentration in saliva and ii) the contact time of the drug 

and the dosage form with the mouth. To test the taste properties of the samples, the medium 

used for their preparation is of high importance. In this study, purified water was used as it is 

the typical operating medium for the electronic tongue. As water is very different to saliva, 

simulated saliva was initially selected as testing liquid for the taste assessment. However, it 

provided a complex baseline with various signals of different intensities that consequently, 

made the interpretation of the responses produced by the testing substances highly 

complicated. Indeed, simulated saliva typically consists of a concentrated buffered medium 

including salts which most probably have a strong ability to affect the electronic tongue 

sensors. As a result, the data achieved with simulated saliva were less reproducible than 

those obtained with water. Moreover, the conditioning time of the sensors was prolonged 
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increasing the duration of the whole test. In addition, long-time and long-term treatments of 

the membrane sensors with buffered salts-containing media can markedly affect their 

working capacities and the reliability of the results. Having tested both simulated saliva and 

water, water is expected to provide more reproducible and reliable results. One may say the 

drug could dissolve differently in different test media. Nevertheless, it is assumed that water 

used as test medium provides information on taste qualities and intensities (71). Finally, 

electronic tongue results representing the taste should be interpreted in combination with 

dissolution results obtained in simulated saliva.   

The described in vitro test methods were successfully applied in the development of a 

new palatable and fast acting diclofenac ODT formulation. They succeeded in providing key 

information in pre-formulation and formulation development by helping to select an 

appropriate candidate. In the present work, the setting of the test parameters was based on 

the physicochemical properties of the tested drug (i.e. diclofenac), the physiological factors to 

be simulated in vitro (i.e. following the ODT administration in the fasted state) and the 

features related to the drug formulation (i.e. enhanced taste properties and fast drug release 

characteristics) (105). Obviously, the experimental design would have been different with 

another API having different physico-chemical properties, e.g. a poorly soluble weak base, 

physiological conditions in the fed state or an ODT formulation with an intended DR or SR 

profile.  

It was the aim of the study to highlight in vitro those physiological aspects which may 

have an impact on the in vivo performance of an ODT dosage form. Taste issues and in vivo 

performance must be considered from the moment the ODT is applied to the mouth. Having 

this in mind, new in vitro test methods were designed for the evaluation of the ODT 

formulations. The proposed in vitro test methods may provide more predictive data than 

established and standardized compendial techniques. It could be interesting to validate the 

performance of the biorelevant methods by means of in vivo data and to investigate the 

IVIVC thereof. In this way, the rational development of ODT formulations can be supported.  
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PERSPECTIVES 

In the present work, the results of an in vitro characterization approach appropriate for 

the development of ODT formulations are presented. The proposed in vitro analytical 

methods were extensively evaluated in an ODT development with a defined drug model. The 

data generated are not representative for other drug models or drug products with different 

characteristics. Therefore, the ability of the models to be used for i) other drug models (e.g. 

poorly soluble weak base), ii) different physiological conditions of the human body (e.g. fed 

conditions) and iii) various product formulations and/or profiles (e.g. drug-loaded 

multiparticulates and drug DR/SR profiles) should be further examined in detail.  

The in vitro performance of the drugs administered as ODTs are strongly determined 

by the testing conditions. In this context, setting the experimental design as well as the test 

parameters in order to study the drug and the product performance is of utmost importance. 

Often, much attention is given to appropriately simulate the dissolution media (composition 

and volume) and the residence time of the drug in the different GI segments, whereas the 

mechanical forces acting in the GI tract are mostly disregarded (84). The in vitro 

hydrodynamic aspects of the swallowing and the gastric-emptying procedures should be 

considered more in-depth in further investigations. The design of the in vitro methods should 

be optimized in order to allow faster and easier set ups of the dissolution conditions during 

the experiments, e.g. multiple pH levels and/or sequential changes of media (81). In this 

perspective, the modification of the compendial dissolution apparatuses III (reciprocating 

cylinder) or IV (flow-through cell) could be an option. By this means, parameters influencing 

the hydrodynamics such as the flow rate and/or the viscosity of the dissolution media could 

be considered more easily. The position of the dosage form during the in vitro dissolution 

study is of high importance and must be controlled (81). In general, compendial methods as 

described in international pharmacopeias are considered to be the preferred methods as 

those are standardized and easily applicable for method transfer. 
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SUMMARY 

Oral drug delivery is the preferred and most popular route of administration for the vast 

majority of drugs (8). Solid dosage forms are particularly well-accepted because of ease of 

administration, accurate dosing and high degree of patient compliance (1). With the progress 

in pharmaceutical research, innovative oral solid drug delivery systems have appeared 

providing improved degree of palatability, patient acceptability and enhanced performance. In 

this area, the orodispersible technology platform has attracted increasing interest (3). Fast 

disintegrating in the mouth before swallowing, orodispersible dosage forms like 

orodispersible tablets (ODTs) address the need for more patient-compliant medicines. ODTs 

represent a convenient alternative to conventional tablets or capsules and provide 

advantages especially for pediatric and geriatric populations (5). ODTs are an interesting 

approach when a rapid onset of therapeutic action is important (e.g. treatment of pain). 

Moreover, ODTs are more and more exploited in an effective product life cycle management 

strategy (8).  

So far, ODTs have often been considered as an innovative variant of conventional oral 

solid dosage forms. Still, the development of ODT formulations is typically assisted by 

compendial in vitro test methods. However, the techniques described in international 

pharmacopoeias are non-specific for ODTs and thus, may not be adequate for this purpose. 

Indeed, ODT products have a completely different fate in vivo. After oral administration, the 

dispersion of an ODT in the mouth may provide effects which might influence the absorption 

of the drug and thus, the subsequent clinical response. The performance of ODTs is more 

comparable to solutions/suspensions or effervescent/dispersible formulations than to 

traditional tablets. Thus, the ability of actual compendial in vitro test methods to adequately 

predict the in vivo performance of ODTs might be poor. To better guide the development of a 

new ODT formulation, this lack needs to be addressed. 

It is the aim of this work to design more specific in vitro test methods helping to improve 

understanding ODT formulations. More knowledge on ODTs should be gained by identifying 

their specificities and their critical issues. ODT dosage forms are designed to disintegrate 

rapidly in the mouth on contact with saliva. By this means, the drug bioavailability and the 

drug product efficacy may be affected.  

In order to reflect the physiological conditions experienced by an ODT after 

administration, particular attention was given to the mouth where the ODT disperses and 

releases the drug (e.g. as drug particles and/or drug-loaded multiparticulates) before 
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swallowing. Drug dissolution can start in saliva having an effect on the palatability and the in 

vivo performance of the drug product. In vitro biorelevant test setups simulating in vivo 

conditions were designed. An electronic tongue system was used to assess taste properties 

of ODTs. The proposed in vitro test methods were applied in different stages of the ODT 

formulation development, i.e. pre-formulation studies and formulation development. 

Diclofenac being a poorly soluble and weakly acidic NSAID which is a standard 

medication for acute painful inflammatory conditions (96) was used as a drug model. Three 

forms of the drug, i.e. the free acid and its sodium/potassium salt, were investigated for the 

formulation of palatable and fast acting ODTs. The different diclofenac forms were expected 

to provide different behaviors in performance (28-30,98) and taste (26) when applied as 

ODTs. Diclofenac was supposed to be a challenging drug candidate to be formulated to a 

palatably tasting and rapidly acting ODT. The selected analytical methods should help to 

identify the most suitable drug form candidate and allow discriminating between multiple 

ODT prototypes. 

In Chapter 1, the development of biorelevant test setup reflecting the physiological 

conditions experienced by ODTs is described in detail. The experimental design focused on 

the screening of the three diclofenac candidates. The newly-designed in vitro models 

successfully discriminated the different diclofenac forms in successive in vitro compartments 

simulating the mouth, the stomach and the small intestine. It was possible to identify peculiar 

dissolution profiles with diclofenac salts which was not possible when the compendial 

established methods were applied. Characterizing in-depth the diclofenac free acid and salt 

particles provided a better understanding of the peculiar dissolution profiles. Critical 

behaviors of diclofenac salts on their way from the mouth to the stomach and passing 

different pH conditions were extensively evaluated. Reasons for pH-dependent API 

precipitation and particle agglomeration were studied in detail. In pre-formulation studies, the 

proposed biorelevant test setups succeeded in helping to early identify critical 

pharmaceutical properties for diclofenac salts and to select diclofenac free acid as the most 

appropriate drug form providing the most stable in vitro performance. 

In Chapter 2, the electronic tongue method as an in vitro taste assessment tool for ODTs 

is proposed. Using the TS-5000Z taste sensing system (Insent Inc., Japan), the method was 

able to differentiate between the taste/aftertaste qualities and intensities of the three 

diclofenac candidates. The electronic tongue was also successfully used to differentiate 

different ODT formulations. The results obtained proved that valuable information can be 

gained both in pre-formulation studies and formulation development by correlating the in vitro 

dissolution in saliva and the taste signals obtained with the electronic tongue. By this means, 
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it was possible to classify the taste perception of each diclofenac drug candidate and thus, to 

rank them against each other. For manufacturing taste-masked ODTs, the drug form with the 

lowest dissolution rate in simulated saliva and the least bad tasting properties, namely 

diclofenac free acid, could be selected easily. The electronic tongue found out to be a 

precious tool in assisting the development of a new ODT product and finding the most 

appropriate multi-component formulation. 

Both proposed methods successfully showed their discriminative ability and also their 

utility in pre-formulation studies of ODTs. In the previous chapters, it was indeed possible to 

early select diclofenac free acid as the most suitable drug candidate for the targeted product 

profile. In Chapter 3, said methods were further used to guide the development of the taste 

masked diclofenac ODT formulation.  Hence, the experimental design was established in a 

manner to allow for a fast and relevant screening between the ODT prototypes.   

This study highlights the importance of considering in vitro the physiological aspects 

which may have an impact on the in vivo performance of ODT dosage forms. The contact of 

ODTs with the mouth should be simulated in vitro for a better understanding of the in vivo 

behavior. With feasible biorelevant in vitro dissolution methods, an optimized correlation of in 

vitro and in vivo results may be achieved. The proposed in vitro test methods may provide 

data of more predictive value than the established compendial techniques and may support 

the rational development of ODT formulations.  
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